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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This information is provided by American General Life Insurance Company (AGL) and The 

United States Life Insurance Company in the City of New York (US Life), members of American 

International Group, Inc. (AIG).

The information contained in this document is general in nature and intended for educational 

purposes only and is not a comprehensive analysis of the topic presented. The information may 

be subject to change and should be verifi ed for accuracy and reliability (e.g., federal income tax 

statutes, rulings, etc. that may have changed since publication) and may be subject to differing 

legal interpretations. While the publisher has been diligent in attempting to provide accurate 

information, the accuracy of the information cannot be guaranteed. No representation or 

warranty, express or implied, is made by AGL, US Life and its affi liates as to the completeness 

of the information in this document. AGL and US Life shall not be liable for any loss or damage 

caused by the use of, or reliance on, the tax, accounting, legal, investment or fi nancial items 

contained in this material.

The Company, its fi nancial professionals and other representatives are not authorized to give legal, 

tax or accounting advice. For advice concerning your situation, consult your professional attorney, 

tax advisor or accountant.

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by U.S. Treasury Regulations, we inform you that 

any tax advice contained in this document (including any attachments) is not intended or written to 

be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue 

Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter 

addressed herein. 

©2016. All rights reserved.
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Summary

A UNIQUE PROBLEM

The sole owner of a business faces a unique dilemma—there are no co-owners to buy out 

the owner’s interest when he or she dies, retires, becomes disabled, or decides to leave the 

business. Unless the owner can solve this problem, he or she stands to lose all the value built 

up in the business over many years of hard work and smart decisions.   

There are other problems, too. The owner or surviving family members lose a source of 

income. Faithful, long-term employees are suddenly thrown out of work. Vendors, banks and 

other creditors may want to be paid off. Receivables may be diffi cult to collect.  

Too many sole-owner businesses do not outlast their founder, no matter how viable their 

market franchise, because of a lack of competent successor ownership.  

A VIABLE SOLUTION  

Fortunately, there may be an answer. If the owner can identify a possible buyer—ideally from 

among the employees—a special version of the buy-sell agreement used in partnerships and 

multi-shareholder corporations can be adapted for the sole-owner situation. This is sometimes 

called a one-way buy-sell agreement because only one party—the non-owner—is obligated 

to purchase in the event of the owner’s death.

HOW IT WORKS 

With a one-way buy-sell agreement, the sole owner commits to sell, and the purchaser 

commits to buy, the business interest upon the occurrence of a specifi ed event or events, 

such as the owner’s death. The purchase price is either a fi xed value, which is recalculated 

from time to time, or a fi xed method for determining the value.  
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The agreement usually provides that the buyer will not assume the business liabilities. The sole 

owner’s executor will receive cash from the purchase and may use it to pay off the liabilities, 

as well as other estate costs and taxes. The balance is distributed under the terms of the 

owner’s will to the estate benefi ciaries, or perhaps to a trust for their benefi t. 

HOW IT’S FUNDED

The buyer purchases a life insurance policy on the owner’s life in an amount suffi cient to meet 

the purchaser’s obligations under the buy-sell agreement. The agreement may require the 

buyer to maintain the policy, such as by paying the premiums when due.   

As the policy’s owner and benefi ciary, the buyer is obligated to notify the owner before 

exercising any policy rights that might affect the policy’s value. Similarly, the owner may be 

precluded from disposing of key business assets, or assigning them as collateral, without the 

buyer’s consent.  

The buyer often has a “right of fi rst refusal” on any lifetime disposition of the business by the 

owner. This means that the owner must fi rst offer the business to the buyer before selling it to 

a third party during the owner’s life, including at retirement. Only after the buyer declines the 

option can the owner pursue a sale to a third party.  

In other words, the death buyout required under the agreement can’t be defeated by the 

owner’s lifetime disposition of the business, provided the purchaser exercises the option to 

buy. While this clearly restricts the owner’s freedom, it assures the buyer that he or she will not 

pay the insurance premiums in vain.

AN INSTALLMENT SALE

The buyer can make the purchase in installments, providing it’s structured to comply with the 

Internal Revenue Code’s installment sale rules. This could be particularly useful in the case 
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of a lifetime purchase, when only the policy’s cash value—not the full death proceeds—is 

available to the buyer.   

With an installment sale, the buyer could then use the net income from ongoing business 

operations to help carry out the purchase. And for the owner, it can spread any taxable gain 

from the sale over the installment payment period instead of being bunched into one tax year.  

Clearly, a one-way buy-sell agreement is an effective way to resolve a myriad of problems 

that can otherwise affect a one-owner business. The key is to fi nd a willing buyer to complete 

the agreement—ideally, someone already employed by and familiar with the business.
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